AMSTERDAM • ANKARA • ANN ARBOR • AUCKLAND • AUSTIN • BANGALORE • BATH • BELLINGHAM • BRAGA • BUENOS AIRES • BURNABY
KOLKATA • LECCE • LINKÖPING • LONDON • LOS ANGELES • LUXEMBURG • MADISON • MADRID • MANCHESTER • MANKWENG • MELBOURNE
SANTA BARBARA • SANTIAGO
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BUTUAN CITY • CAMBRIDGE • CHANDIGARH • DAVIS • DUNEDIN • ENSENADA • ERLANGEN • EXETER • GHENT GLASGOW • HELSINKI • JENA
MILAN • MONTERREY • MONTREAL • MUMBAI • NEW YORK • ORLANDO • OTTAWA • OXFORD • PARIS • PISA • PUNE • RECIFE • ROME
ST ANDREWS • STANFORD • STOCKHOLM • SYDNEY • TAMPERE • TORUN • VIENNA • WARSAW • WASHINGTON • ZHEJIANG • ZÜRICH

Sed min cullor si deresequi rempos magnis eum explabo. Ut et
hicimporecum sapedis di aut eum quiae nonem et adi.

Molly Moser

The organizers and attendees of an all-virtual,
free-of-charge scientific conference consider
the future of the format.
APRIL 2020 OPTICS & PHOTONICS NEWS
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O

n 13 January 2020, more than 1,100 people in
37 countries on six continents participated
in a real-time, proof-of-concept experiment—an entirely virtual, and entirely
free, scientific conference.
Dubbed the Photonics Online Meetup (or “POM,”
if you’re conserving Twitter characters), the five-hour
conference consisted of a virtual
poster session,
three invited talks
and nine presentations in three
broad topic areas:
integrated optics,
nanoscale quantum optics and
optical materials.
Video recordings
of the presentations were made
available online
for two weeks following the conference for those
unable to attend due to their
time zone.
With the experiment complete, and the recorded video
sessions scrubbed from the web,
OPN spoke with POM’s organizers and several attendees to
reflect on the experience—and to
explore digital communication’s
role in the future of conference
culture.

Modern formats for
modern science
The inspirations for POM
were multifaceted. But all,
according to conference cochair and OSA Fellow Andrea
Armani, University of Southern
California, USA, sprang from classic conference-related
commiserations, shared among scientists via the “freeform chaos that is Twitter.”
“With all of the restrictions people are beginning
to face, in terms of getting visas and increasing travel
costs,” the barriers for attending scientific conferences
are growing higher and higher, Armani noted.
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Such travel barriers can seem particularly insurmountable for students, who lack the funding to
attend international meetings. “POM is a great idea
to see what’s out there in a very low-threshold barrier,
especially for newer Ph.D. students,” says OSA student
member Camiel Op de Beeck, who attended the virtual
conference with two dozen others at a “POM hub” at
Ghent University
in Belgium. At
another hub, at
the Polytechnic
Un i v e r s i t y o f
Milan, Italy, many
of t he st udent
registrants had
never attended
an international
conference
before—and
the US$0 price
tag attracted a
whopping 50
participants.
For more senior researchers,
another factor adding to the cost
and headache of conference attendance is the pressure to attend
every meeting that intersects
with their expertise, to build their
networks, form collaborations
and stay on the cutting edge of
their fields. “As research becomes
more interdisciplinary,” explains
Armani, the interconnected landscape of modern science no longer
allows this to be accomplished
by traveling to one or two large
conferences in a year.
Furthermore, as travel obligations inflate, so do researchers’
carbon footprints. Some scientists
are beginning to weigh the environmental costs of conference
travel against the scientific benefit. The conference
organizers cite multiple sources on POM’s “Mission”
web page (https://sites.usc.edu/pom/mission/) that call
attention to this growing consciousness.
Increasingly, “for this myriad of reasons,” says
Armani, “being able to have conferences and share
information online is just becoming a logical idea.”

Meet me at the hub
Spurred by these motivations, Armani and her fellow
conference organizers decided to try out an all-virtual
photonics conference—but they kept their expectations
low. “The truth is that this really is an experiment,”
explained conference co-chair OSA member Orad
Reshef, University of Ottawa, Canada. A few people
could have registered, or thousands—“We didn’t know
what would happen.”
The day-of turnout for POM far outstripped the
organizers’ initial (albeit modest) expectations. Armani
says she would have counted 100 registrants as a victory; the actual number of participants was more than
10 times that. “We had bets,” says Reshef, “on the number of registrants, abstract submissions—whoever bet
the highest number always won.”
Of the 600 separate connections across the world
that tuned into the virtual conference,
66 were at “POM hubs”—venues where
groups of people could convene to experience the meeting together, rather than
logging in alone from their own computer. The hub concept was intended
to facilitate some of the face-to-face networking that is considered a key piece
of traditional conferences.
The Ottawa hub, for example,
brought together students, professors
and researchers from the University
of Ottawa, Carlton University and the
National Research Council of Canada.
“It’s the idea of trying to bridge local
optics communities,” says Armani.
Particularly in big cities, she explains,
there may be several major universities
and research institutions within the
same city limits. The hubs can “act as
a catalyst to make these introductions,
especially among the students,” Armani
believes, “to try to help them build networks among their peer groups.”

Engaging students
Many hubs were located at universities
and were hosted by OSA and SPIE student chapters. Indeed, over 50% of POM’s attendees
were students, a fact that Armani considers a particular success, as formal conferences can be intimidating
places for students to ask questions. If during a POM
talk, for example, a student had a question, then they

OFC Expands Online Offerings

T

he POM organizers couldn’t have known that just a
few weeks after the event, health and travel concerns
related to the rapid spread of a novel coronavirus would
spawn an international crisis. As the virus has increased
its reach and as travel restrictions have become common, the consequences of the
mobility crisis have touched
researchers, students and the
scientific community in general—highlighting a previously
unappreciated need for conference flexibility.
Such flexibility was on
full display in mid-March,
as the organizers of the
Optical Networking and
Communication Conference
& Exhibition (OFC)—the
field’s biggest annual conference—responded with digital
solutions and on-the-fly flexibility to help attendees and
presenters whose travel plans
were suddenly hijacked by the
coronavirus situation. As a
result, of the scheduled 700
peer-reviewed technical talks
and presentations at OFC, over
90% were presented in-person
or virtually—demonstrating,
according to program chairs
Jun Shan Wey, David Plant
and Shinji Matsuo, “that large
conferences can engage participants across the globe—using
the optical fiber communications technologies developed
by experts in the field.”
“The research and innovations enabled by the OFC community,” the chairs conclude,
“have made OFC 2020 the perfect opportunity to run a virtual conference experiment.”
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could ask their professor—mid-talk—without distractInto the Twitterverse
ing the speaker. In Armani’s experience leading the
One aspect of POM that truly capitalized on the digiUSC hub, this environment was more interactive. “In
tal format was the virtual poster session. Conducted
this way,” she says, “the students can learn a lot more.”
entirely via Twitter, the session kicked off a few days
At Ghent—where all 26 attendees were focused
before the conference as dozens of groups spanning
on integrated photonics, one of POM’s three main
myriad time zones tweeted out their virtual posters.
themes—the hub infrastructure lent itself to internal,
Those without Twitter could post via the POM account.
real-time discussions about the talks. “People had
While a conventional conference poster is often
many active discussions among themselves while the
a single, unwieldy piece of paper, each POM virtual
talks were going on,” says
poster consisted of a fourOp de Beeck. “They were
image collage, tweeted
critiquing the research,
below a brief summary
but they were also kind
of the work and the conof getting inspired by
ference hashtag #POM20.
looking at new ways of
Interested parties could
thinking about it.”
search the hashtag and
At other hubs where
like, share and comment
the conference topics
on work they found parmeshed less with the
ticularly interesting.
attendees’ research interAt
a
typical
poster session, the
Inside the POM hubs: POM’s
ests, however, there was less-spirited
digital format drew in a widereach is limited by the number of
conversation. Indeed, students at
spread, global crowd, but 66
people who view the work during
central “hub” locations across
both the Polytechnic University of
the session’s one-to-three-hour winthe world still allowed for
Milan and Ghent University were
dow, explains Armani. On Twitter,
in-person networking opporenthusiastic about POM’s concept,
tunities for local photonics
the poster can continue to circulate
communities.
but in retrospect, they had a few
online “technically forever,” she
suggestions for how to improve
says. “It has a little more staying
student engagement.
power.” Some of the posters were
As someone focused on ultraretweeted over a dozen times,
fast spectroscopy, which was
with some reaching 4000 views
not covered by POM’s program,
(and counting).
Chiara Trovatello, of the Milan
The nice thing about this forOSA student chapter, thought
mat, adds Reshef, is that Twitter
that more parallel sessions on a
“already has a built in base.”
variety of specific scientific topHowever, he notes, “we were not
ics would lead to more questions
planning on doing a poster sesand more discussion. “It can be
sion from the onset.” With over
hard to participate in a broad session,” she says, “more
100 submissions for just nine speaking slots, explains
focused sessions would help.” She also suggested that
Reshef, “we had all of these great abstracts, and the
future speakers begin their talks with a brief introposter session came out of necessity.”
duction to the topic, for those who are interested in
First pancake
following along but are less familiar with the subfield.
At Ghent, Op de Beeck and OSA student member
While the POM experience exceeded many expectaKhannan Rajendran agreed, suggesting that since the
tions, and the organizers did their best to get in front
cost of hosting an online conference is relatively low,
of potential drawbacks to the online format—such as
perhaps there could be a greater volume of “specialthe networking aspect—that’s not to say that POM went
ist meetings online.” While at a traditional conference
off without a hitch. As the first of its kind in photonyou try to attend as many talks as possible, they say, an
ics, POM faced the classic “first pancake” quandary,
online conference should be organized to appeal to a
and had to learn to balance multiple unforeseen hicniche audience, or else attendees will stop streaming.
cups in its trial run.
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“The consistent negative comment we got had to
more popular a comment, the higher up it appears
do with the audio,” explains Armani, “which we really
in the comment list. The Ghent students believe that
tried to anticipate.” Participants at the Ghent and Milan
being able to upvote questions would organize the
hubs reported audio woes as well—in part related to
Q&A format, allow speakers to see and answer the
the fact that the conference speakers delivered their
audience’s most pertinent questions.
online talks in remote loca“There were quite a few
tions that ranged from their
things that didn’t go exactly as
labs to their living rooms.
planned,” Reshef admits, “but
“A few of the speakers had
it’s an experiment, and it’s all
really good microphones,”
done in good faith.” At the
says Trovatello, “but when
end of the day, he says, “we’re
the sound quality was low,
all friends doing this for the
the talks were hard to follow.”
common good.” Furthermore,
The big “uh-oh” moment
the conference was free, and
came when it was time for
no one knew what to expect,
one of these remote sessions
jokes Reshef, “so people cut
… and the presentation
us a lot of slack.”
didn’t load. However, that,
shrugs Armani, “is a lesson
POM 2.0?
learned.” At the end of the
So, in 10 years, will every
day, it felt like a bigger deal
scientific conference be virthan it was, agrees Reshef,
tual? Probably not—there’s
since the presentation was
still much to be said for facesimply swapped out for a
to-face community building
later time slot.
A social poster session:
and collaboration. But with strategic
Some attendees felt that
Another aspect that fell short of
improvements to iron out the POM
the true novelty of POM was
expectations was the Q&A feature. As
model, some believe that virtual
hosting the virtual poster
speakers delivered their talks, attendmeetings could fill an inclusivity and
session on Twitter, which
ees were able to submit questions
sustainability gap in the scientificallowed for increased circuusing Webex chat, which were then
lation and engagement with
conference circuit.
each poster.
asked by the session chairs. Some
Based on the POM experience,
attendees, however, found
future online conferthe steady stream of quesences will want to build
tions floating across the
on the inherent interacscreen distracting. Also,
tivity and enthusiasm
in the hub environment,
of online communities,
only one computer could
and explore more ways
submit questions, so in
to inspire conversations.
practice some found the
“It’s an unnatural eduformat awkward. “We
cation” learning to take
realize that the Q&A was
full advantage of digital
not ideal,” admits Armani, “so we’re trying to look
resources to facilitate such interactions, reflects Reshef,
through alternative ways to have people engage with
“but it’s something we’re currently wrestling with.”
questions.”
As for POM in particular, the January experiment
One of the different avenues the organizing team is
garnered enough excitement that the organizers are
exploring is using Twitter for Q&A. But Op de Beeck
already planning for round two. And while the chairs
and Rajendran believe that POM’s Q&A shortcomings
say the timing is uncertain, the sequel could be comcould be cured by another social media platform—
ing to a screen near you as early as this summer. OPN
Reddit. Reddit’s “upvote” tool allows users to click an
up arrow if they like or agree with a comment. The
Molly Moser (mmoser@osa.org) is OPN’s associate editor.
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